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Qin Chong - A Quest for Ars Veritas
Curtis L. Carter
New York, 20 July 2009

When we experience, when we live the relationships

between persons and nature as reflected in landscape

of colors, forms, space, structures, the rhythms that are

paintings. Then at the end of the Cultural Revolution,

the artist's domain, we encounter a new way of reacting

followed the abandonment of the core principles of the

to the world, of experiencing it and understanding it,

Mao era, with increasing freedom for individual artists

and thus new relationships between man and the world,

to develop their own approaches to art. Add to these

a new reality, appear.

1

monumental changes, the accelerated access to Chinese
artists of modern and post-modern developments in

Like many Chinese artists born within the past forty-

the West. All of these changes have occurred within a

some years, Qin Chong (1968 -) has lived through

relatively short time period given the long 5000 years

a period of radical changes following the end of

history of China.

the Cultural Revolution and extending through the
introduction of the international capitalist art market

With these changes, artists faced many choices. One

to contemporary Chinese artists. A great deal has

option was to work within the structures of official art

changed with respect to the possibilities for Chinese

such as the National Association of Chinese Artists, or

artists. During the Cultural Revolution, artists had

some regional art association. Another option was to

been encouraged by the ideological guidance espoused

take advantage of increased tolerance of non-official

by Mao Zedong to adapt a form of Socialist Realism

art and pursue an independent course. The range

borrowed from Russia. The aim was to bring art closer

might include adopting an avant-garde confrontational

to the everyday life of the people as a means of shaping

stance, or simply working quietly to realize the artist's

emotional and ideological views, and to alter the

independent vision. For some, the opportunities seemed

practices of art to fit the political and educational needs

more attractive to relocate abroad, or to combine an

of the regime.

international base such as New York or Berlin with

Not only was change pertaining to art brought about

continued activity in China.

by the ideological shifts, but also perhaps more
importantly, by the abandonment of core principles.

In the career of Qin Chong, one finds a mix of the

First was the abandonment of key principles of Chinese

above. Eschewing the option of affiliating with official

traditional art such as a reflection of an ideal of harmony

art, he chose to work as an independent artist, with

ilS

a base in Berlin and Beijing. From the Xinjiang area

art to simply over-ride or compromise the essence of his

of China, where his family had undergone the harsh

own developing artistic vision.

measures of the Cultural Revolution, Qin Chong
graduated from the Beijing Academy of Arts and

A third choice, and one that is increasingly pressing

Crafts (Beijing Academy of Art and Design) in 1990.

for Chinese artists today, is how to relate to their

After graduating, he founded the Beijing Ammonal

Chinese culture and heritage. The question that

Gallery from which he launched contemporary art

must be asked, is how is a Chinese artist today best to

exhibitions both in China and abroad from 1993 to

connect meaningfully to the rich Chinese cultural and

1998. From 1993 to 1999 he exhibited in various

artistic life, both past and recent, and also speak with

group exhibitions. His first solo exhibition took place

clarity and force to both Chinese and global audiences.

in Beijing, and during the past ten years, he has worked

One possibility is to turn toward art in the service of

as an independent artist with gallery representation and

nationalism, but this alternative risks narrow, and even

solo exhibitions in Berlin, New York, Shanghai, Beijing,

socially dysfunctional outcomes. The history of art

and elsewhere.

with narrowly focused nationalist aims can be divisive
within a particular culture, and often hinders positive

Perhaps the most fundamental choice facing a Chinese

communication externally among nations, as it soon

artist today, or any artist for that matter, in the words

deteriorates into vacuous propaganda. The answer will

of artist Feng Meng Bo, is this: "Do you want to be an

not be found, either in the exploitative framework of

artist, or do you want to be selling a product, or do you

crass commercialism in the art market where the work

want fame?" Qin Chong has chosen first to be an artist,

of artists is commodified and viewed merely as a means

which means a fundamental commitment to art as a

to bolstering the economy.

means of creative exploration of ideas and emotions,
or lending support to humane social action. It means

Alternatively, each artist must find a way to maintain an

finding a voice and being true to one's particular artistic

authentic voice grounded in a personal artistic vision

vision. This choice does not immediately preclude

that is also sensitive to the rich artistic and cultural life

economic success or fame, but the latter two must

of Chinese society. How has Qin Chong fared in these

follow the commitment to being an artist.

respects? What is his personal vision and how does his
work connect to the artistic and cultural heritage of

10

A second choice concerns how to position one's work

China? To answer this question we must take a closer

in a global artistic context. This choice may involve

look at his art.

opportunities to draw upon the broad stream of artistic

His principal art works mainly consist of paintings on

knowledge available in the interaction between global

paper and three-dimensional sculptural installations.

Western and Eastern art practices. Again, Qin Chong

Some of the works such as "United Nations Black

has chosen to explore these connections through his

and White" 2003 enter into the domain of public

international platforms respectively, in Beijing and

art. All of Qin Chong's art in these various media is

in Berlin. Living and working in Berlin has afforded

approached from an experimental perspective rather

opportunities to experience first hand the pulse of

than by following any established artistic conventions.

art in another major art world capital. His favorable

The paintings are abstract as they begin as squares or

reception in this international climate attests to his

rectangles some with textured surfaces and shapes,

success in transcending local boundaries. At the same

mainly black and white with occasional soft hints

time he does not allow the prevailing forces in Western

of alternate coloration. Another series of paintings

F

--

experiments with spirals, triangles, and squares in

intended as a comment on the material power enjoyed

brown to burnt tones of varying shapes, one with the

by China's economic success, as the title might suggest?

artist's photo in the center. On occasion, the artist's

Or is the piece to be taken as a comment on the drift

painting surfaces appear to be layered with multiple

of cultural production in China into commodification?

strips of white laid criss-cross on the flat paper surface.

In any event, the piece can simply be enjoyed as a well-

Across the layered white strips are strong brush marks,

formed three-dimensional spatial abstraction for its

likely soot or black ink. In other of the paintings, the

aesthetic interest. In either case the piece succeeds in

black markings take the shapes of coils of string or

commanding attention for its clarity of form and a

rope where, on one instance, the color red appears at

possible narrative interpretation.

the top of three intertwined coil shapes. Alternatively,
the paintings take on simpler forms as the works

Another intriguing sculptural installation, "Up to the

assume the characteristics of brush marks used in

Limit" 2000 reveals a further dimension of the artist's

Chinese calligraphy-not literally, of course-but in the

creativity. This piece consists of nine metal stands

manner of contemporary Chinese artists' experimental

that display pure water as works of art. (The piece

variations of calligraphy.

thus embodies two of the elements (water and metal)
identified in ancient Chinese cosmology.)' The drops·

Of the sculptural installation works, I will begin with

of water, arranged in differing shapes and patterns, are

comment on these, "Past and Future" 2005 presented

placed on the metal surfaces by the artist, a process

in an exhibition "Black White Grey" at the Shanghai

requiring scientific precision guided by a steady eye

Duolun Museum of Modern Art with variations

and hand, as well as artistic imagination. Each of the

elsewhere in Hong Kong and Berlin, and "China Tops

nine exhibits offers a variation on the concept, and

the World in Cultural Production" 2007. "Past and

will vanish as the water evaporates during the course

Future" consists of multiple white cylindrical columns

of the exhibition. The sheer simplicity of the idea and

of irregular heights and made of paper. The irregular

the beauty of the forms in "Up to the Limit" would

circular edges of the three dimensional columns are

be sufficient for appreciation of this work. On this

colored of soot or ashes from being tinged with fire.

level, the interplay between the highly polished metal

When viewed together in this installation, the mass

surfaces, drops of water of varying size and shape laid

of white columns with burnt edges offer a strikingly

out in elegant fashion, and the light offer a rich visual

beautiful image that invites contemplation beyond its

delight drawing on the elements of light, space and,

visual impact. Indeed, one might imagine, with this

except for the reflections off the metal, the absence

image in mind, the architectural remnants of a burned

of color. The piece also exemplifies "the tension of

out city, or a civilization that has lost its glory and

opposites" as in yin and yang in Chan Buddhism, in

exhausted its power.

this case the tension between the rigid metal ground

"China Tops the World in Cultural Production" is a

metaphor of broader dimensions, the piece also invites

metal construction of 99 "gold" bars each measuring

contemplation on the possibility for harmony between

19.9 x 9.9 x 3.9 cm with text etched into the metal.

nature (water) and human constructions as represented

The gold metal bars, forged by the artist Qin Chong,

in the fabricated metal surfaces thus echoing a

as attested in his signature on the bars, are stacked

prominent theme (harmony between nature and people)

in pyramid formation to intensify their visual impact

found in traditional Chinese art.

and the fluid structures of the drops of water. As a

and possibly offer a conceptual meaning. Is this work
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The final two works for our discussion here, "United

is a young motor cycle rider, another an older street

Nations Black and White" 2003 and "Passing on ... "

vendor, another a worker. The effect of this work

(burning white paper torches) 2008, shows the

is to foster a sense of shared community, reminding

extension of Qin Chong's art into the realm of public

us that art has an important role in helping people

art. "United Nations Black and White" is incorporated

with differences in culture and personal beliefs come

into an indoor-outdoor exhibition at the Museum of

together in the quest for world peace.

Contemporary Art Beijing, August 2009. The work
consists of a permanent outdoor installation of the

From the point of view of their aesthetic, these works

flags, complete with poles for their display, of the

have a definitely positive aesthetic feeling. They show

original 51 member states of the United Nations when

excellent craftsmanship and skill, as well as a sensitive

it was founded in October 1945. The colors of the

artistic eye and thoughtful mind. If the art of Qin

respective national flags are reduced to black and white

Chong is calm and reserve in its demeanor, as opposed

in keeping with the artist's intent to simplify his visual

to expressing wilder tendencies of spirit, there is no lack

language. These colors may also symbolically exemplify

of curiosity and a willingness to explore the possibilities

the global aim of world cooperation in realizing the

of his chosen media. Throughout, the work exhibits a

aims of "peace, equal rights and justice" on which the

clear artistic vision, one aimed at personal and aesthetic

United Nations was founded. The outdoor flags are

rather than commercial purposes.

presented in conjunction with the artist's installation
commemorating the inauguration of the United Nations

Although it is not necessary to an appreciation of

within the galleries of the Museum of Contemporary

Qin Chong's art to link it to any particular artistic

Art Beijing (MOCA BJ).

movement or style, what comes to mind first, in
viewing the paintings is perhaps a spiritual, if not a

In contrast to the monumental "United Nations Black
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material kinship to the artists of the Fluxus movement

and White," "Passing on ... " takes Qin Chong's art

that began at Wiesbaden, Germany in the 1960s and

further into direct contact with the people in a variety

spread to the USA, Europe, and various other parts of

of street settings. This piece is a work of performance

the world. With this movement Qin Chong shares an

art taking place all around the city in various locations,

interest in globalism, experimentation, and simplicity or

beginning on the museum grounds outside MOCA

even parsimony of formal devices. And, in at least some

Beijing. The piece is held together by a common

of his works, Qin Chong appears to employ an element

element of people holding the flaming torches, as is

of chance, if not playfulness, in the experimental

captured in photographic documentation of the piece.

arrangements of the elements in his compositions. In

(Participants were invited to submit photographs

particular, the scores of John Cage (1912-1992), which

documenting their enactment of the concept.) Perhaps

also work as drawings, and his works in print media

the work is intended to reference the passing of the

come to mind when viewing some of Qin Chong's

Olympic torch in anticipation of the Beijing Olympics

paintings. 3

which took place in 2008. This installation consists of

influences were from Eastern cultures). As well, the

people holding flaming rolled white paper torches in a

sculptures of James Lee Byars (1932-1997) come to

variety of street settings. The torch bearers of all ages

mind when contemplating Qin Chong'S sculptures. For

(Coincidentally, John Cage's main artistic

are mainly (but not always) wearing white T-shirts.

example Byars "The Golden Tower, Gilt column" 1974.

Sometimes they are in groups as if celebrating together,

Unlike the Fluxus artists, however, whose works were

for example artists, school children. One torch bearer

often (though not always) created in active dialogue

among numbers of artists, Qin chooses to create his
work acting alone.

3. See for example John Cage, "Portfolio, Seven Day Diary,"

What then is the place of Chinese culture and

1978 and smoked paper monotypes 1986, in Alexandra
Monroe, The Third Mind: American Artists Contemplate
Asia, 1860-1989 (New York: Solomon R. Guggenheim
Museum, 2009), 268-273.

art influences in Qin Chong's art? Given recent
developments in Chinese contemporary art, such as the
reinterpretation of ink paintings and calligraphy, his
work seems to fit well into the path of those who wish
to connect their contemporary explorations, whether

or not informed by Western global art, to the living
and changing culture of China today. His sculptural
installations extend beyond traditional art forms
taking Chinese art in a future direction with definite
references to contemporary life. If I have correctly
identified his main link to Western artists as being the
Fluxus movement, it is worth noting that these artists
drew significantly from Eastern art for their inspiration.
Speaking more broadly, whatever references to Chinese
art and culture appear in Qin Chong'S works, the traces
are in the form of exemplificational symbols (symbols
which convey their significance as metaphors embedded
in rhythms and dynamic shapes of the pictorial and
sculptural structures), rather than by representational
forms of reference pointing to the external world
beyond the works of art.

1. Pierre Soulages, "Statements and Documents," Daedalus:
Journal of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences: Special
Issue: The Visual Arts Today, W'inter, 1960: 99.
2. In the cosmology of the early Yin-Yang school, five elements,
soil, wood, metal, fire, and water, were identified as symbols of
influential forces guiding the affairs of the Chinese Emperors.
These elements respectively, were attached to the reign of the
different emperors and were taken as a pattern to guide the
emperors's affairs. In this hierarchy of forces "the nature of
water is to moisten and descend, ... of metal to yield and be
modified." See Fung Yu-Lan, Selected Philosophical Writings
of Fung Yu-Lan (Beijing: Foreign Language Press, 1991, 1998),
336-38,341-44.
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